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History



HANDMADE 
HISTORY
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Drops and Swags The Perfect Combination

      Dainty Drops
D26, D21, D20 D25
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Enchanting Escutcheons

E1
E2

E3

E4

E5

E

E
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E1 - 22 x 35mm small

E2 - 28 x 52mm medium

E3 -40 x 121mm large

E4 -20 X 55mm  art deco

E5 - 76 X 90MM neoclassical

E6 - 55 x 25mm dainty victorian

E7 - 45 x 35mm victorian 

E2 - shown on bureau 
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T9 M P17
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What do you do in your free time? 

Leaf

How do you name the moldings?

Strapless

What can’t you live without?

What is your favorite movie/TV show?

A Place to Call 
Home The Crown Victoria

Gone With The 
Wind

Out 
of Africa

The 
Duchess Australia

Have you always been a maker?

What is your favorite design style?

What is your favorite travel 
destination?

What is your favorite efex project. 

Q & A with Lydia Langston
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Fabulous Frames

F15

F24

F19

F28
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l 3 - 80 x 112mm small 
neoclassical leg

Lovely Legs
L1 L2

l 4 - 120 x 105mm 90 degree 
french leg

l 5 - 70 x 140mm flat for 
straight leg tables

l 1 - 130 x 130mm 
queen anne leg
l 2 - 160 x 190 larger 
queen anne leg
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The Art of Margaret Woolley

Etherial paintings of Arabic ladies 
and mountains in Pakistan hang 
above stunning painted french 
antiques. Or are they really 
antiques? 

In the home of Margaret Woolly 
some are antique some are not. All 
are bespoke and painted herself.

R77 surrounded by SC43
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Art and Antiques In New Zealand
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PERFECT 
PEDIMENTSp11 - 330 x 70mm shell and leaf

p10 mm flower and 
shell 

p9 230X64mm tuscan beauty

p8 - 195 x 80mm flower and 
leaf

p6n - 410X90mm large scroll 
pediment
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p7 - 250X60mm shell and 
scroll”

shown in photo p6n



p12 150 x 50mm cherubs

p15 - 175 x 65mm floral

p16 - 250 x 50mm leaf

p17 - 210 x 98mm floral scroll

p13 -134 x 44
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P18 - 430x100MM 



Rosettes Galore

Shown R77 with 
SC726

r1 -  x mm roman shell



r4 -65X85mm shell

r7 -80 x 150mm federal urn

r2 - 77 x 125mm greek shell

r5 -94 x 140mm cherub

r8 - 50 x 50mm nordic circle

r3 - 90 x 118mm roman shell

r6 - 96 x 140mm roman urn

r9 - 75X75mm poppy rosette r10 - 75X75mm neoclassical 
rosette



r14 - 85 x 110mm classic oval

r17 - 130 x 38mm large rose-
bud

r29 - 105 x 62mm sunflower

r11 - 85 x 110mm federal urn r16 - 120 x 40mm rosebud

r26 - 130 x 70mm floral ovalr18- 108 x 63mm celtic

r30 - 114 x 229mm federal 
shield

r35 - 70mm round rosette



r38 - 120 x 110mm salem urn r39 - 70 x 143mm tall urn

r41 - 90 x 130mm ribbon and 
torch

r47 - 90 x 265mm federal shield r50 - 180 x 130mm cherubs

r60 - 115 x 125mm greek 
flourish

r61 - 253 x 116mm roman 
flourish

r72 - 40mm petite flower
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183 -  90x50MMr  cherub



r77- 145 x 130mm neoclassical
shell

r88- 140mm chatsworth ii

r108 - 50mm flower

r74 - 35 x 52mm small floral

r81-58 x 80mm drop shell

r93- 10 x 160mm gothic rosette

r78 - 115 x 145mm roman shell

r90- 200 x 90mm balmoral urn

r111 - 120 x 117mm chatsworth



r117 -275 x 195mm gothic 
centerpiece

fdl2 - 70 x 85mm fleur di lis

r114- 65X70mm flower

m - 250X260 mm flame and wreath

fdl3 - 65 x 73mm fleur di lis

r116 - 60X80MM  small
sunflower

fdl1 - 68 x 95mm fleur di lis

fdl4 - 75 x 85mm fleur di lis

r113 - 210 x 152mm floral 
center piece 
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fdl5n - 65 x 75mm fleur di lis

FDL4

FDL5

FDL3

FDL1

FDL2

149 - 150x100MM  LION FACEr



Sophisticated
Scrolls
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SC4

SC2

SC7

SC14
SC15 SC16 SC18 

sc3 - 76 x 240mm 

sc14 -170 x 54mm  sc15 - 120 x 30mm sc16 - 98 x 30mm  sc18 - 106 x 30mm

sc2 - 80 x 28mm  sc4 - 42 x 166mm  sc7 - 110 x 28mm
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sc8 - 36 x 84mm  sc5 - 50 x 110mm sc26 - 44 x 125mm

sc8

sc5
sc26

sc48 -168 x 200mm

sc47 - 200 x 76mm  sc46 - 140 x 38mm 
 sc17- 120X42mm 

sc47 

sc17

sc46
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sc50 - 203 x 75mm x .5”  sc54 - 70 x 210mm

sc43 - 195 x 95mm  sc44 -260 x 130mm  large version of sc43  sc49 -210 x 62mm

SC50

SC54

sc43

sc49
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Gustavian Grandeur

 R74 C1 SW1 D1

R74

SW1

T20

C1

D1

T42

 T 42 
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Shown SW7 surrounded by 
SC43. Bow 14 with SW24 
and R16 used as drops

Artful Swags
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sw20 - 120 x 17mm  sw2 - 200 x 17mm  sw3 - 230 x 17mm

sw4 -   135 x 55mm federal half swag
sw9 -   198 x 56mm rose swag
sw24 - 400X60mm rose and leaf swag

SW4

SW9

SW24

 rosebud swag
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sw21 - 195 x 17mm small tulip and daisy sw22 - 260X17mm sw23 - 270 x 17

SW6

SW7

SW8

sw6 - 150 x 50mm  small rose and flowers
sw7 - 215 x 82mm medium
sw8 - 260 x 114mm large
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Flexible Trims

t 8  - 1170 x 14mm 

t 9  - 1170 x 14mm t9 and t10 
shown top of the opposite 
page are a pair of dainty 
trims both with a small 
bellflower design one in a 
straight strip the other as a 
mini swag and drop.

t10 - 1120 x 42mm mini swag
and drop.

t13 -  1100 x 40mm shown on 
the right  is the perfect 
little french trim.

t14 - 650 x 106mm shown on 
the bottom of the opposite 
page is a greek scroll that 
is an intricate yet versatile 
trim. it can be glamours or 
finished with metal 
effects to look like 
wrought iron. 

t13
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t 8 



t14

41

t10  

t10

t9

photo coutesy of suite pieces in new york.



t19 - 1160 x 6mm one of our 
two bead trims, this one a 
petite little bead ready to 
adorn any dainty box, mirror 
or desk. we used it here on a 
this faux marble table with a 
small indent on the edge.

t23 - 1170 x 41mm shown below 
our celtic trim is a little bit 
like an irish lass. she is
sophisticated with a little bit 
of sass.
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t26  - 1100 x 38mm shown 
on the upper right on the 
trumeau mirror is a classic 
french trim which is ready to 
adorn anything you want. oui, 
this trim would fit perfe ctly 
in your paris apartment.

t27 - 1150 x 22mm  shown 
below is the perfect art 
nouveau style from paris to 
manhattan, combining geo
metric shapes arcs parabo
las, and semicircles (think of 
the arches of the eiffel tow
er). gilded or covered with 
foil, it is especially perfect 
covered in gold on a black 
background.
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t28 - 1163 x 29mm an open 
scroll pattern with a leaf in 
the middle. t28 has a slight 
country flair. very reminis
cent of a queen anne lace 
wedgwood pattern.

t30 - 1140 x 30mm is an
elongated leaf which is 
perfect for farmhouse or 
country style projects. 
shown here as a trim on a 
country cupboard.
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t31 - 1150 x 70mm the glamor-
ous rococo acanthus leaf in 
all its french glory. this trim 
can be cut and used as cor-
ners or shaped into different 
intricate patterns. 

the project on the left is a 
faboulous diy project which 
elevated a plain headboard to 
the extraordinary  

t33 - 1080 x 48mm  our greek 
key trim is  exactly like the one 
i saw on the walls of the
 ancient ruins of pompeii. the 
romans would appro ve!
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t36 - 1110 x 20mm the leaf and 
bud is an art deco style with 
a great amount of carved 
details in the buds. shown on 
the left adorning a lovely 
scandianvian bureau.

t34 - 1290 x 75mm full 
acanthus leaf trim. the 
quintessential large 
neoclassical trim. works well 
on table skirts and mir-rors
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t43 - 440 x 70mm the wheat 
and flower trim is a little bit 
country, a little bit 
farmhouse and very chic. 

super flexible for tables or 
drape it down for a totally 
different look.

t47 - 1090 x 15mm quintessen-
tial dentil moldings.dating 
back to the greeks and 
romans. it is found on the top 
pediment of the parthenon. 
our dentil trim comes in two 
sizes. and is a style that never 
goes out of fashion.

t50 - 1020 x 10mm is the 
smaller size.
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t64

t63

t5

t5

t52

t52

4



t52 - 760 x 20 mm the perfect rope trim. not just 
a coastal embellishment, rope trim is a sophisti-
cated addition to a table or bureau
t53n - 840 x 12mm  small version of our rope 
trim (not shown)

t58 - 990 x 20mm french federal drop and 
swag. straight from the court of louis xv 
or the sitting room of thomas jeffersons 
monticello.  

t64 - 1230 x 92mm port anyone!
 a perfect swag and bow trim on a large 
scale. with a solid back this is delightful on 
large table skirts and mirrors.

t63 - 1116x18MM  our reed and bud trim is simi-
lar to a classic bamboo trim but a little more 
sophisticated. shown here on a small table 
but works great on frames as well.

t70 - 1180 x 10mm elegant bead trim, think of it 
as pearls for your furniture . this is the larg-
er version of our bead trim.  

t70

t63
t64
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Coastal Classics

cc1 - 85 x 65mm lobster - shown below

cc8 - 70mm ornate star

cc12 - 63 x 60mm clam shell

cc6  - 53mm compass rose

cc11 - 85 x 95mm large scallop shell

cc7 - 70mm simple star

cc13 - 60 x 60mm small scallop shell

cc28 - 85mm sun

cc11

cc28

cc2 

cc13

cc12

cc6

cc16

cc8

cc16 - 45 x mm small shell
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cc2 - 110 x 50mm crab



CT 11 - 137 x 130mm GRAPES AND LEAF
51

CT 2

CT 10 - 110 x 128mm GRAPES

Country    Classics

CT9 - 140x150MM APPLES



Ultralights
Bigger, Bolder and Ultralight

 Shown above Margaret, Zelda, and The Duchess

Madame X - 270x150MM
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Madam X



Over the years that we have been 
making Efex we have had many 
requests for larger moldings with more 
depth.

We had also collected several original 
bronze medallions and some large 
plaster appliques - one of which was an 
antique that Margaret Woolley had at 
her home.

However, when you make larger 
moldings of a certain size you begin to 
add both depth and weight to the final 
product. Original bronzes are heavy and 
must be nailed or screwed into place. 
Plaster is fragile and must be glued with 
clamps making it hard to attach to 
vertical surfaces.   

We wanted to make a few moldings 
that could sit proud above a surface 
and still be pretty when viewed from 
the side. Therefore it needed to have a 
flat back. 

Our design parameters were to make 
a large applique that is light enough 
to be easily glued on a vertical surface.  

Reaching this objectives took on the 
air of a science project with many 
experiments. Not all successful. Tra-
ditional compo was too heavy as was 
standard resin. In the end working 
with some boat building friends we 
developed a new resin formula that is 
fully paintable as well as, well... 
“Ultralight”

UltraLights
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MARGARET
350X90X35MM

LILY
160 x 30 x 30MM

THE CHATSWORTH
200X200X45MM

MADAME X
270X150MM

THE DUCHESS
145X145X25MM

390x110x35MM
ZELDA

260x60x20MM 430X100X35MM
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Enchanting Painted Efex
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